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Religious groups oppose erotic fair
95% relevance 04/10/2000
Religious groups in Cardiff are lobbying the city council not to give the go ahead to a
three-day erotic fair.

similar stories

Pompeii's erotic art goes on show
95% relevance 16/04/2000
Erotic works of art from the ancient Roman city of Pompeii go on display to the public
this week - for the first time in 30 years.

similar stories

Erotic camping at the Grand Prix
94% relevance 12/08/2000
A village close to the Budapest F1 track opens Hungary's first official open-air brothel in
an effort to bring prostitution under control.

similar stories

Erotic artworks by Lennon allowed for show
89% relevance 27/07/1998
Erotic pictures by John Lennon are to go on show again in London after being banned
nearly 30 years ago for being too explicit.

similar stories

Professor paid to study strippers
84% relevance 13/06/2000
A university professor in Canada is being given a government grant to study the work
and lifestyles of strippers.

similar stories

Porn addicts swamp Christian site
84% relevance 22/06/1999
A Christian minister in Australia who put erotic stories on the Internet has removed them
after only four days - because they were popular.

similar stories

'Banned' film gets TV première
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82% relevance 10/10/2000
A film adaptation of a controversial erotic novel is to receive its British television
première, after being effectively banned for 25 years.

similar stories

Roman erotica for public view
82% relevance 30/03/2000
An exhibition of ancient art dubbed the Red Light Collection is to get a rare public
showing in Naples next month.

similar stories

Internet egg auction linked to porn
82% relevance 27/10/1999
An American photographer who is offering eggs for auction over the Internet has been
linked to 14 pornographic sites.

similar stories

Too much sex on TV says watchdog
82% relevance 30/03/1999
Commercial TV's watchdog raps ITV, Channel 4 and Channel 5 for showing too much
sex.

similar stories

Soft porn warning from TV watchdog
82% relevance 28/01/1999
The Broadcasting Standards Commission warns that erotic films on Channel 5 could
lead to the erosion of mainstream television with soft porn.

similar stories

Rowan Pelling, editor of The Erotic Review
82% relevance 15/11/2000
Rowan Pelling, editor of The Erotic Review

similar stories

Ross rapped by watchdog
81% relevance 26/10/2000
Presenter Jonathan Ross is criticised again for on-air comments, but Robbie Williams
gets away with dropping his trousers on Top of the Pops.

similar stories

Scacchi's West End return pulled
81% relevance 18/10/2000
Actress Greta Scacchi's return to the West End comes to an abrupt end as her play The
Guardsman closes after two weeks.

similar stories
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FilmFour in 'porn' accusation
81% relevance 17/10/2000
FilmFour, owned by Channel 4, is criticised for plans to hold a season of extreme
cinema, including controversial French movie Romance.

similar stories

Storm over nude art in India
81% relevance 04/09/2000
A row breaks out after a painting of a nude Icarus perched on India's national emblem is
removed from an art exhibition.

similar stories

Pompeii erotica on display
81% relevance 17/04/2000
A selection of erotic art from the ancient Roman city of Pompeii is going on public show
for the first time in three decades in nearby Naples today.

similar stories

Minister red-faced over cybersex link
81% relevance 30/03/2000
Germany's family minister removes a link from her official web site after discovering
that it offered callboys and cybersex.

similar stories

Anais Nin: What's the story?
81% relevance 28/01/2000
Oasis star Noel Gallagher and wife Meg Mathews have named their baby girl after erotic
writer Anais Nin. BBC News Online reveals all.

similar stories

Sexy swingers await the Queen
81% relevance 30/12/1999
The stars of an erotic aerial ballet are laid bare as they prepare to dance for the Queen at
the Millennium Dome's opening gala.

similar stories

Incest case causes outrage
81% relevance 24/10/1999
The storm over an 11-year-old boy charged with incest in the US is being overshadowed
by a new furore in Switzerland over his parents' alleged links with pornography.

similar stories

UK eyes Kubrick finale
81% relevance 09/09/1999
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Eyes Wide Shut, Stanley Kubrick's reputedly steamy final film, opens in the UK - giving
audiences in his adopted home a chance to judge for themselves a work which has
attracted controversy worldwide.

similar stories

'Eyes' sparks blasphemy row
81% relevance 18/08/1999
Director Stanley Kubrick's final film, erotic thriller Eyes Wide Shut, is causing a
religious row among Hindu communities around the world.

similar stories

Eyes Wide publicity clampdown
81% relevance 15/07/1999
Publicists for erotic thriller Eyes Wide Shut are exerting strict control over press
coverage of the movie and interviews with its male lead, Tom Cruise. Plus stories in
brief on Blur, Terry Venables, Stephen King and the Manic Street Preachers.

similar stories

Spice tour sparks red hot debate in India
81% relevance 19/02/1998
An Indian classical dancer has called for the British group The Spice Girls to be banned
from performing in her country.

similar stories
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